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  Micro-dermabrasion Pack 60g +60g ea

   Brand: Fleur De Mer

Price From: $81.00  

Short Description
A non-surgical alternative to laser and chemical peels for instantly refining your skin.
Aggressive peeling for amazing instant results. Not for very sensitive skin

Description
This is probably the most intensive and effective treatment available for instantly refining
your skin at home or in your Beauty Salon. It is a soft, smooth cream with no granules
and which contains Aluminium Oxide powder. When massaged briskly over your face it
provides a very intense exfoliation (peeling) of your skin. Furthermore it stimulates the
blood circulation providing oxygenation and resulting in an instantly beautifully textured
and youthful looking appearance.

Simultaneously it polishes your new, visibly fresh and younger looking skin making it
really luminous with a distinct glow.

Skin Problems including acne scaring, open pores, sun damage and pemanently aged
skin also respond well to microdermabrasion.

Even as you rinse the cream off your face you will instantly obsreve and feel...

Skin that is smooth and incredibly soft and silky
Skin that is noticeably younger and healthier looking



A reduction in the appearance of fine lines, blemishes, prematurely aged and sun
damaged skin, open pores and lots more.

If necessary you can now gently smooth in the Post Microdermabrasion Soothing Gel
to soothe, cool and calm th eskin and restore the natural pH balance.

Finally please don't forget your daily application of Fleur De Mer facila Sunblock
SPF50+ every day. It comes in clear or tinted foundation creams.

YOU WILL EASILY NOTICE NOW THAT A COMPLEXION THAT LOOKED OLD
AND DULL CAN BE TRANSFORMED INTO A COMPLEXION THAT LOOKES
AND FEELS LIKE A ROSE PETAL.

CRODERMABRASION SKIN POLISH 

 

A gentle, high tech alternative to laser and chemical peeling for instantly refining the
skin. All skin types except very sensitive.

60ml tube + 60ml tube. Micro dermabrasion + post Hydrating & Soothing Gel in a
double pack box 

 

APPEARANCE AND PROPERTIES A soft smooth white cream with Aluminium Oxide
which is used in Microdermabrasion machines.  But not in the hard, sharp crystal form. 
In fact there are no granules at all.  It therefore provides far less friction as it softly yet
thoroughly and deeply exfoliates away unattractive dead skin cells on the surface of the
skin.  Simultaneously it polishes the new fresh and younger looking skin making it really
luminous with a distinct glow. 

 

KEY INGREDIENTS Aluminium Oxide:  a unique exfoliant and polish which provides
instantly in conjunction with the specially formulated base: ? a noticeably younger and
healthier looking skin ? skin that is smooth, soft and silky ? renewal and refinement of
skin ? a real and visible luminescence ? even a reduction in the appearance of fine lines
and wrinkles, prematurely aged and sun damaged skin, pigmentations, open pores and
lots more. 

 



APPLICATION Ideal for a special occasion or once or twice weekly deepening on skin
type.  Test first on sensitive skin. Cleanse, dry then smooth polish in a visible thin layer
over face and neck.  Massage slowly but firmly with dry fingertips or hands for at least 1
minute even after polish has disappeared.  With a more prolonged massage you can often
notice heaps of dead skin cells falling from the skin.  A true and remarkable
microdermabrasion. Rinse with warm water and dry.  Even as you rinse you will feel and
see the new softness and smoothness of the skin. Now apply the Hydrating and Soothing
Gel from the 2nd tube and SPF50+ Sunblock daily. No other beauty product other than
microdermabrasion can deliver the same fabulous and instant look and feel to the skin. 

 

CAUTION:  Avoid eye area, very sensitive, inflamed, red or broken skin. 
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